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Monday, October 25, 2010

“It is better for civilization to be
going down the drain than to be
coming up it.”
-Henry Allen

Spank Me!
By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

I am going to share
with you one of the
biggest, and most
immediate turn-offs
that a guy can have.
So, I was chillin’
in physics class one
day with my friend
Sam, and we both had
the same reaction
(Sam=chick friend).
We were doing the
usual
not
really
paying
attention,
and some dude in
the class raised his
hand to ask a question. And the most
awkward, disturbing
sound came spewing
out of his mouth.
It was dead silent,
and
this
ridiculous, nasal squawk
was
emitted
from
where a normal voice
normally comes. I
don’t remember what
he asked, and neither does Sam. But
we both agreed that
...see Hey. Sexy. Sexy. on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like resurrection whiplash!

E-Boobonic Plague
By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

It has been hundreds of years since the
dreaded bubonic plague swept through
Europe and killed somewhere between
40%-70% of the population. Mankind
has successfully eradicated quite a few
diseases, and found vaccines for quite
a few others – take that smallpox! There
have even
been quite a
few stout efforts to prevent ‘virulent
illnesses’ from
spreading
over the internet, mainly
thanks to
software like
Avast (VIRUS
D ATA B A S E
HAS BEEN
UPDATED).

ing the internets around the globe. The
disease originated with rodents, just as
it did back in the day, except this time
it spread from mice to humans rather
than rats. People with grubby Cheetoencrusted hands sickened their poor
mice. The mice spread infection to
files all over
the computers, festering
and growing
more and
more rancid
by the day.

When the
time came
that people
put up files
for download, the
disease-infected mice
Unfortunatefound their
ly, just like in
vector to the
medieval times, there Virus database hase been updated! whole internet – The
Thank you avast! <3
is still opportunity for a
Pirate Bay. As movies
sneak attack – and it’s even being car- and music found their way onto those
ried by ship.
beloved ships of torrenting goodness,
so did the e-plague.
It was reported by a totally credible
4chan source that some kind of wretch- It started slowly at first, impacting only
...see Bilge rats! on back
ed e-boobonic plague has been sweep-

Under the sea! Down where it’s wetter,
Down where it’s better!?!?

Monday MAD LIBS

The Daily Bull presents: Monday Mad Libs! Each Monday, we’ll feature Mad Libs for you to fill out an enjoy. Plus, if you fill it out and
think yours is the best and most hilarious, submit it to us at bull@
mtu.edu - we might just feature it in one of our issues!
Here’s how it works: fill in these blanks. Then flip the Bull over to
see a paragraph with missing words - add yours! ta da!
Noun: __________________________
Noun 2: ________________________
Adjective: ______________________
-ed Verb: _______________________
Noun 3: ________________________
-ed Verb 2: ______________________
Noune 4: _______________________
Verb: ___________________________
Verb 2: _________________________
Plural Noun: ____________________
Noun or Verb: ___________________
Verb 3: _________________________
Verb 4: _________________________

... Hey. Sexy. Sexy. from front

it was a ridiculous turn ward would be if he told
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something
dim lights,
you want to hear repeating satin sheets, low mood muyour name. Even more awk- sic floating through the
air, the person of your
desire waiting for you,
beckoning you, and you
move to them, closer, bodies pressed together, and
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Bill the Melee Minion

Brought to you by Jon ‘Big-O’ Mahan!

Bill was a simple little melee minion. His job was easy. Go forth, hit baddies, if the _________(n) gets hurt,
help him by hitting the other _________(n2) hitting him. His life was ___________(adj) short. Over and
over again. Each time he __________(-ed v), he couldn’t escape the pain. Each and every wave was pure
__________(n3) upon __________(n3). Nobody was _________(-ed v2), not even the ___________(n4).
You’d think that with such horribleness happening, he would ___________(v) his job, but sadly, he could
not, for you see, he had no free will. He _____________(v2) a slave to the almighty ________________(pl
n) and their little game of war and ________________(n or v). Bill by now _________________(v3) a
simple empty soul, walking and _______________(v4), but not longer with the gusto he once had before.
Long live Bill the melee minion.
that cracks your eardrums.
“Oh, take me now!” they
demand, sounding very much
like a Disney character
that inhaled way too much
helium.

... Bilge rats! from front

those who downloaded nasty pirate porn and Enrique Iglesias music. Sufferers
of the e-boobonic plague were assaulted with popup ads of large cleavage
and closeups of busty women.

It spread faster and faster, jumping from pirate ship to pirate ship and infecting every kind of file it came into contact with. Soon enough, everything was
So boys, if you happen crawling with nasty boobonic plague e-germs.
to have a goofy voice,
I pray that you keep the Bold computer health specialists made an effort to cure the boobonic plague
bedroom talk to the gen- with doses of medicines called Norton, Comodo, and McAfee, but they had
eral man-grunts and moans minimal effect. Bulbous boobonics continue to erupt all over the screens of
that don’t require real computers across the globe, presumably affecting up to 70% of those who
words. And I also hope have ever downloaded anything in their life.
that you make up for your
funky voice in other ways. Will there ever be a cure for the e-plague? Will we have to perform a mass
There are other, more ex- eradication of mice and switch exclusively to the trackpad (or better yet, the
treme options, of course. long-lost keyboard nubbin)? Experts have no way of knowing yet, but studies
Vocal cord surgery is one, suggest that peror you could finally hit haps employing
puberty.
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